
SOLUTION BRIEF 
MPACT PLATFORM FOR MOBILE MARKETING IN HOTELS

TREAT EVERY GUEST TO VIP SERVICE ON 
EVERY STAY WITH INDOOR LOCATIONING
Increase repeat visits, revenue per visit and workforce efficiency

According to a recent Gallup poll of over 13,000 people, personalized service is king in the hospitality industry. From luxury to 
economy hotels, it’s what guests want, it’s what it takes to earn that first visit — and repeat visits. First time visits are heavily driven 
by recommendations from friends and family — and impressive service will put your property at the top of the list. Once that first-time 
guest arrives at your property, earning a repeat visit is dependent upon the quality of the service you provide throughout the stay. 
Your guests expect a VIP experience, with spotless rooms where everything is in working order, no long check-in lines and every 
possible need fulfilled nearly instantly. 

To meet those high service expectations, you need to anticipate guest needs. But in order to anticipate needs, you need know where 
your guests are at all times. And that visibility requires a small army of associates — or MPact Platform for Mobile Marketing from 
Zebra Technologies. MPact provides real-time visibility into guest location by leveraging the Wi-Fi or beacon networks and the one 
device your customers always have in hand — their personal mobile phone. Since MPact integrates with your loyalty application and 
just about any other backend system you may have, you can take the right action at the right time, automatically — send a personal 
greeting; give guests the ability to check in and order room service, a wake up call or more towels with a few taps on the screen 
of a mobile phone; or automatically adjust the thermostat to the preferred temperature, every time guests walk into their rooms. 
And since only MPact offers support for both indoor locationing technologies, you can use your Wi-Fi guest network as well as your 
Bluetooth Smart beacon network to forge that valuable personal wireless connection to the most possible guests, maximizing your 
return on investment.

The result? You can treat every guest to a level of service that is sure to earn many repeat visits and new customer referrals —  
a virtual electronic personal concierge that is ready to take care of just about any need, all with a few taps on a mobile phone. You 
can offer timely special offers and coupons that increase revenue per stay — from room upgrades to a discount on dinner or a spa 
visit. And you can increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the hotel workforce. With so many guest self-service options available, 
associates have more time to interact with guests and strengthen the guest relationship. And when a guest requires in-person 
assistance, you can identify and dispatch the nearest associate.

MPACT — THE EASY AND COST-EFFECTIVE WAY TO TREAT YOUR GUESTS TO VIP SERVICE.  
FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT HTTP://MPACT.ZEBRA.COM
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Where can you put MPact to work  
in your hotel? Everywhere.

With MPact, you can impact the guest experience in every inch of your hotel, allowing you  
to cater to your guests needs from the moment they arrive to the moment they leave.

Personally greet 
every customer the 
moment they arrive. 

Enable instant check-in 
on mobile phones —  
no waiting in line.

Identify the closest 
worker to respond to 
guest requests —  
and validate when 
requests are fulfilled. 

Improve hotel  
staff safety. 

Make it easy to order 
in-room services — 
from food service to 
wake-up calls.

Customize the guest 
room environment with 
guest preferences — 
automatically.

In the Room

Staff —  
Throughout the Hotel

Guests —  
Throughout the Hotel

At the Entrance

At the 
Conference Center

Send timely special 
offers based on  
guest location and 
preferences. 

Provide step-by-step 
directions anywhere 
in your hotel. 

Provide superior  
services for  
conference hosts — 
and their attendees. 

In the Lobby



AT THE ENTRANCE
Personally greet every customer. 
Send a personal greeting to a guest’s mobile phone when they drive into the parking lot. And since 
you can spot your best customers when they arrive, you can send a staff member to extend a warm 
in-person welcome.

IN THE LOBBY
Enable instant check-in — no waiting in line.
Invite your guests to check in, upgrade their room, order special services and receive an electronic 
room key, all with just a few key presses on their mobile — no need to wait in line at the front desk. 

GUESTS — THROUGHOUT THE HOTEL
Send timely special offers based on guest location and preferences. 
Guests passing by your restaurant or the spa can receive a personalized ‘welcome back’ message with 
a discount coupon for dinner or an open spot in today’s spa schedule. 

Provide step-by-step directions anywhere in your hotel. 
Whether your guests are looking for the pool or their next conference session, you can provide 
convenient step-by-step GPS-style directions — no one will ever get lost in your hotel again.

IN THE ROOM
Make it easy to order in-room services.
When guests enter their room at night, you can send an invitation to schedule a wake-up call or pre-
order breakfast for the next morning, all with a few key presses on their mobile phone.  
 
Customize the guest room environment with guest preferences — automatically.
When guest walk into their rooms, you can turn on the lights, set the thermostat to each guest’s 
preferences and more — and then return to energy saving settings when guests leave the room.

IN THE CONFERENCE CENTER
Provide superior services for conference hosts — and their attendees. 
Send event attendees a personal welcome message when they arrive, along with their agenda. During 
the conference, send agenda updates and step-by-step directions to the next meeting room, making 
last minute room changes possible. And you can give hosts a real differentiator — visibility into MPact’s 
rich analytical data to better manage the conference and better plan and market future conferences.

STAFF — THROUGHOUT THE HOTEL
Respond faster to guest requests. 
When a guest needs a light bulb changed, the mini-bar restocked or more towels, your managers can 
instantly locate and send the closest associate to tend to the task.  

Verify that guest requests were fulfilled. 
Sending an associate to fulfill a service request is just half of the task. You need to know when services 
have been completed. With MPact, the mobile devices your workers are carrying can sense when 
associates arrive at the room, allowing you to present a simple screen with a checkbox to indicate that 
the request has been fulfilled. Managers have more control over the guest experience and no longer 
need to simply hope timely service was provided — and visibility into the date and time of service 
makes staff more accountable.

Improve hotel staff safety. 
Access to an electronic panic button on staff mobile devices can instantly and automatically alert 
security, along with the exact location of the person who requested help.

FIVE KEY MPact 
COMPONENTS

MPact has everything you need to 
deploy a robust locationing 
solution, from high performance 
beacons and access points that you 
can use inside and outdoors to tools 
that make it easy to deploy beacons 
and integrate your loyalty app, plus 
software that provides easy to 
understand rich real-time analytics.

MPact Locationing and  
Analytics Software
Our HTML5 highly graphical user 
interface turns complex, rich location 
information into relevant real-time 
actionable information that allows you to 
take customer engagement to a new 
level of personalization. Data can be 
pulled or pushed at any time based on 
definable triggers. Beacons can be 
grouped into categories and 
subcategories for richer control over 
visitor metrics. And with REST APIs 
MPact information can be combined with 
data in other backend business systems 
to maximize the value of MPact data.

MPact Beacons
Our family of beacons can be deployed 
in a variety of modes. And SecureCastTM 
protects user privacy and ensures 
beacon security by encrypting beacon 
data with AES 128, an industry-standard 
key-based encryption algorithm. 

WiNG 5 Access Points
Our comprehensive portfolio of  
access points provides high 
performance secure wireless 
networking plus locationing — 
presence, zone and position. 

MPact Client Software 
Development Kit (SDK)
The MPact SDK makes integrating  
with existing mobile loyalty apps easy. 
This complete kit provides sample 
applications, documentation and a 
library of clients that enable 
communications between the MPact 
beacons; iOS or Android-based 
smartphones or other Bluetooth 
Smart-enabled mobile devices in the 
hands of hotel guests; the hotel’s  
loyalty application; and the MPact 
Locationing and Analytics Server. 

MPact Installation Toolbox
This simple-to-use highly graphic 
mobile application makes deployment 
of MPact beacons (Bluetooth Smart 
tags in MPact hybrid mode) fast and 
easy. Just install the application on an 
iPad®, identify the locations where you 
want to install MPact Beacons on an 
electronic property map in the 
application and scan the beacons as 
they are placed — no technical 
expertise is required.

Applications for every area in your hotel.
From the parking lot to the front door, in the lobby, the guest room and more, you’ll have the  
visibility you need to take the right action at the right time, every minute of every stay. 
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